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ABSTRACT

The energy loss of 1.0 to 5.0 MeV tritium in aluminium, nickel

;and gold have been measured by a split-target technique. The data

have been analysed by integrating an analytical expression for the

variation of dE/dX with energy. The results are compared with semi-

empirical calculations and with previously determined values.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tritium Ls increasing in importance in fusion reactor systems and

also in environmental considerations, Ti it turn-labelled organic compounds

incorporated into genetic materials have been extensively studied. The

possibility of using tritium as the fuel for fusion reactors in the next

century, may not only result in an additional source of tritium, but may

necessitate the need to investigate further some of its other properties,

such as its rate of energy loss in metals-

Work on the theory of energy loss processes for light ions in

matter is well advanced and there nov exists an enormous collection of

published data. However, very little experimental work has been reported

on the determination of dE/dX of tritium in metals.

A semi-empirical method of calculating the energy loss of tritium

IdX ^ " M l n a n y n a t e r l a l l s based on the energy loss of proton Ujj (p)|

in the same material using the relationship

at j E (1)

The only available experimental values for the energy loss of tritium,

are those that could be extracted from the stopping cross sections of 0.2

to 2.7 MeV tritium in aluminium and nickel measured by Wolke et al. [I].

In the present work, tritium of accurately known energies between

1.0 and 5.0 MeV were used to determine tritium dE/dX values in Al, Ni

and Au materials by a split target technique. The data have been analyzed

by integrating a modified form of the quantum mechanical expression for dE/dX

obtained by Livingston and Bethe [2|. Aluminium and nickel were used so as to

provide direct comparison with Wolke et al.111. Further comparisons have been made

vith similar results extracted from the stopping power data compiled by

Northcliffe and Schilling [31 and those sem!-empirically obtained by Williamson

et al.[4], hereinafter referred to as NS values and WBP values, respectively.

* To be submitted for publication.

* A Permanent address: Physics Department, Fourah Bay College,

University of Sierra Leone, Freetown, Sierra Leone.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The tritium beam was produced by the Manchester 6HV Van de Graaff

electrostatic accceleratdr. The accelerator was calibrated using the C + P

reaction at proton energy 1.7*70 + 0.0O09 MeV, BondeHd Ifi| ind Marion [6]

The laboratory width of this resonance is 0.075 + 0,050 KeV, thus enabling

the energy of the beam to be accurately determined.
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The target chamber which was fixed at the end of the beam line was

cylindrical in shape and 40 cm in diameter. The centre of one side of

the chamber contained a rotating rod, at the inside end of which was

attached a thin 50 ug cm gold scattering foil. This was the thinnest

self-supporting pin hole free gold fotl that could be produced. A side

view of the Inside chamber is shown in Fig. la. The rotation of the

detector holder about the centre of the scattering foil was carried out

using a geared protector arrangement situated outside the chamber. The

cold trap (CT) was included in the construction of the chamber to reduce

carbon build up on the scattering foil and the stopping materials.

The stopping materials used were unbacked and between 0.5-3.0 mg cm

surface density. The gold and aluminium stopping materials were prepared

by initially rolling down gold and aluminium to about 4.0 mg cm using

a stainless steel pack. They were next evaporated by a tungsten spiral

filament and then floated on water. Finally, they were picked up on the

target holders and dried in an oven. Allison and Warshaw |7| had observed that

some discrepancies in the stopping powers reported by previous workers

might be attributed to possible inaccuracies of systematic errors in the

measurements of the stopping material thicknesses. Special care was

taken in the preparation of the stopping materials, and in determining their

surface densities. The uniformity of each material was tested by elastically

scattering »vl.7 HeV protons at different surface positions of each

material. The nickel stopping materials were commercially obtained

from the Chromium Corporation of America.

The experimental procedure basically consisted of scattering the

tritium beam off the thin 50 ug cm gold scattering foil onto the

stopping materials in turn. The materials were carefully placed over

the collimator slit (0.25 cm square) to cover about half of the slit size;

see Fig.lb. The scattering foil was placed at 45 with respect to the

beam axis; so as to minimize the energy spread of the scattered beam.

This angle for minimum energy spread was deduced by preliminary invest-

igations. The angle between the beam axis and the line joining the centre

nf the detector and the centre of the gold scattering foil was set at

90 throughout the experiment. At this angle the kinematic factor K(6) as

defined by Marion and Young (8| reduces to a simple expression. The pulses

were fed from an Ortec detector (Serial No. SLD 824), placed behind

(he collimator, through to a pre-amplifier, then to a linear amplifier

and finally to a base line restorer. The analogue to digital converter

(ADC) was interfaced to a PDP7 computer. Fig.2 shows the block electronic

set up, in which the beam current as measured by the Faraday cup (C) shown

in Fig.la, was used as preset charge. Spectra with tritium energies

between 1.0 and 5.0 HeV were collected in steps of 250 KeV.
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III. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Each spectrum contained two peaks, the lower energy peak, E^,

which corresponded to the energy of the degraded beam after traversing

the stopped material, and a higher energy peak. Ej. Fig.3 shows the

various factors which have been considered in determining E., where it has

been assumed that the beam subsequently leaves the scattering foil at a

point C to define Ej, having lost energy At!.- in travelling along the

path Afl and also a further loss of energy aEgC in path BC. If EQ is

the beam energy just before being scattered then

El • ( E0 - iEAB

where AB = BC = x//T" , and

K ( 9 ) " A E BC
(2)

x is the thickness of the scattering foil.

Since no experimental data were available on the energy loss of

tritium in gold at the various energies of interest, the NS values and WBP

values were combined and fitted to an energy loss expression of the form

§ = | log (BE) - | (3)

where A,B and C are constants. Close examination of these two sets of

stopping power values revealed that in the energy range 1.0 to 6.0 MeV,

the discrepancy varied between 10 and 122, with NS-values generally

slightly higher. Similar expressions to that of Eq.(3), have been obtained by

Allison and Warshaw |7[ for protons in beryllium and aluminium. The values fur

A, B and C obtained from the best fit were used to calculate fiEAB and
AB

AEg at various energies of E , and hence corresponding E, using

Eq.(2). The energy calibration of the spectrum was obtained by fitting

the energy E. (at each energy step) and the corresponding channel number

to a linear expression. A smoothing programme was used to determine the

peak channel to within +0.5 channel from which the energy E was

calculated. Typical spectra accummulated at various tritium energies

are shown in Fig.4.

IV. ENERGY LOSS CALCULATION

If (dE/dX) is the rate at which energy is lost by the tritium

beam of incident energy E,, in traversing a stopping material of thickness

X, thsn
X

E. - E, + fi|] dX1 2 J \.<IXJE
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where E. and E~ could be obtained from each spectrum. The data have

been analysed using a modified form (Eq.(5)) of Livingston and Bethe [2] dE/dX

expression

ai . v ( 1 , s j s p zi?h
dX , al - I

V(2) - (5)

where Z.(eff) is the effective charge of tritium and is given by

Z,(eff) tanh

and Z. and A~ are the charge and mass of the stopping material, a is

the fine structure constant. Comparison between Eq.(5) and Livingston and Bethe

expression [21 reveal that v(l) is a normalization parameter and V(2) is made

up of the ionlzation potential, shell correction and density correction terms.

Eqs.(4) and (5) were incorporated into the main fitting programme as sub-

routines. The thickness of the stopping material was divided into a number

of layers, and the integration was performed over these layers, such that

dE/dX was approximately constant over each layer. On average, fifty layers

were sufficient to obtain a minimum \ . The values for the parameters

corresponding to the best fit are given in Table I and the dE/dX values

generated from them are given in Table II.

V. EfiROR ANALYSIS

The thickness of the aluminium stopping material used was

0.587 + 0.013 mg cm"2 and the gold was 2.0A1 + 0.049 ng cm"2. Errors in

determining their surface density were of the order of 0.5K. The remainder

of the quoted uncertainty was based on an estimate of the error due to non-

uniformities. The C(P,y) N resonance was determined to within 0.5Z and

this is a realistic representative of the error in the tritium energy. The

errors in the values of the parameters V(l) and V(2) are less than 0.5Z.

Finally, the errors quoted against our ddX values (Table II) have taken

into account all these sources of errors mentioned.

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The direct method of calculating the rate of energy loss by simply

dividing dE by dX, and assigning an average energy F to be the energy

for which the measurement is valid, was not considered accurate to be used in

analysing the data. The practical difficulty associated with this method is

that of the "real" meaning of E, which is sometimes defined as

E - Bj - j dE

If the variation of dE/ttX with energy is rapid in the interval E. and

Ej, such a procedure is only approximate. This problem has been overcome

by (a) the use of an analytical expression for the variation of dE/dX with

energy (see Eq.(5)j and(b) imposing a condition in the integration of the

expression over a number of slabs.

The accuracy of the split-target trchniqu<« and the methods of analysis

was tested by measuring the d£/dX for protons in gold, since these values

have been accurately determined and are well known for various stopping

materials. Fig,1) shows the energy loss curve obtained for protons, together

with the NS values [3], WBP values [4| and the experimental results obtained by

Anderson et al. [9]. It is clear that the results are all in good agreement for

protons with energies above 1.5 MeV. The already mentioned discrepancy

between NS values and WBP values could also be seen for protons below 1.5 MeV.

The stopping cross-sections of tritium from 0.2 to 2.7 MeV in Al

and Ni, measured by Wolke et al. H I , have bean converted to equivalent tritium

stopping powers and are shown on the tritium dE/dX curve obtained in this work

(fig.6). The agreement with Wolke is excellent in spite of the small energy

ranite available for comparison. Further comparisons have been made with NS

values and WBP values and these also reveal a close agreement.

The usefulness in Introducing the parameter V(2) in Eq.(S) is that

the total contributive effect to dE/dX by the lonization potential, shell

correction and density correction terms could be estimated. For this work,

the total contribution is about 1.0%. Furthermore, l;y odnfining V(2),

individual estimates of these correction terms could b* made and then be com-

pared with the theoretical calculations of Brown (lOf, Starnhelmer [111,

Walske |12] and Dalgarno [131.

In summary, the experimental technique and :ho methods of analysis,

described in this paper to determine dE/dX for triMmn, cuuld be extended to

other light ions over fl wider range of energy, so th«t th« relationship

given in Eq.(l) could be tested.
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Table I

Values for parameters V(1) and V{2) used In generating dE/dX values

Stopping
Material

Parameters

V(2)

Al

Ni

Au

0,

0.

0.

967

815

539

+ o

+ 0

± 0

.001

.003

.001

8.

8.

8.

765

370

190

+

±

0.

0.

0.

001

007

002

Table II

Stopping powers calculated for tritium in aluminium, nickel and gold

Tritium
Energy
(MeV)

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

Al

309.32 +

224.29 ±

176.68 +

146.96 +

126.54 +_

4.64

3.36

2.65

2.20

1.89

dE/dK (KeV/mg

Ni

119.81 ±

154.02 t

125,35 i

106.07 +

92.34 +

«T2)

2.88

2.31

1.88

1.59

1.39

Au

89.89 i.

77.26 ±

64.10 +

54.78 +

47.99 t

1.35

1.16

0.96

0.82

0.72



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. l(a) Side-view of target chamber.

CT: Cold trap

VW: Viewing window

BC: Beam collimator

SF: Scattering foil

DC: Detector collimator

DH: Detector holder

FC: Faraday cup

Fig. I(b) Plan-view of detector holder.

Fig. 2 Electronic set-up

PA: Pre-amplifier

HA: Hain-amplifier

BLR: Base line restorer

CH: Preset charge

DU": Delay unit

LC: Level changer

ADC: Analogue to digital converter

A geometrical illustration of side-view of scattering foil.

Some typical spectra obtained by the split-target method.

Energy loss curve for protons in gold.
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Energy loss curves for tritium in AI, Hi and Au.
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